
ISOGONIC CHART OF THE UNITED STATES FOR EPOCH x9oo3 
In two official publications the same purpose--the construction of the 

isogonic char% for the United States, epoch I9oo--is carried out by two differ- 
ent departments of the United States Government. To which of the charts 
shall the outsider give preference? The first is constructed by a man hith- 
erto unknown in the science of terrestrial magnetism; the second, .by one 
with nearly half a century of experience in this special field. .&gain, the first 
is issued from a department not engaged in the making of magnetic observa- 
tions, while the other comes from a department which for over fifty years has 
been actively engaged in magnetic work, and which is intrusted with the car- 
rying out of the magnetic survey of the United States. With this statement 
of the facts we pass over to a critical examination of each publication. 

Geological Survey 2•ublicalion. Mr. Gannett states that this docu- 
ment "is designed to meet the needs of those who have occasion to use the 
needle in surveying, or who have to deal with surveys which have been run 
by needle in past times." This is the identical purpose of the magnetic work 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. In no other country has such a thorough 
study been made of the secular variation as that by Mr. Sehott for the United 
States. Mr. Gannett must, therefore, base his secular variation data chiefly 
upon the Coast Survey investigations The principal reason apparent to an 
outsider for Mr. Gannell's work would be the fact that his isogonic chart is 
based upon about ee,ooo declination results, while Mr. Schott's is based 
upon only about 3,6oo. Mr. Gannett's additional data are obtained mostly 
from the surveys of the United States General Land Office. These, it is 
claimed, Mr. Schott has overlooked. This additional material. as Mr. Gan- 
nett acknowledges, must be very carefully sifted. It is obtained, not from 
observations made by special observers provided with special instruments, but 
from the results of surveyors' compass readings. Experience has shown that, 
from one cause or another, such results can not, in general, be depended upon 
in this country to closer than • or xo. The eo,ooo observations which l•[r. 
Gannett obtained thus are liable to an error of the stated amount, while the 

3,6oo used by l•Ir. Schott are very largely those made by experienced observers. 
It is noticed that where Mr. Gannett has an opportunity of comparing the land- 
office data with good determinations--e. g., in the State of Missouri--he is 
convinced of their poor quality, and accordingly rejects them. (See p. ex3.) 
3ust how much use should be made of an uncertain mass of data in regions 
where good observations are few, can only be safely judged by one who has 
the total material befbre him, and who has obtained the necessary feeling in 
the matter from a large amount of experience, both in observation and discus- 
sion. No other observational work requires more careful judgment for its 
utilization to the best advantage. 

pp. •x8-3oo contain data for the determination of the secular variation. 
The Coast Survey is credited with all the thoroughly reliable data. In ad- 
dition the author uses the "data furnished by county surveyors, consisting in 

1 UNITED ST&TES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. •';Z•tiœ Z)eclinalion in H•e U•tited 
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tt•e results of experience derived from re-running oId lines at different 
dates," and the Land Office data. There is apparent here a laudable desire 
on the part of the author to make his data as exhaustive as possible. in the 
fall of ]:895 he sent out a circular to all the county surveyors in the country, 
requesting their co-operation, and in response received 85o replies. 

The author finally reduces his data to the epoch x9oo, and presents the 
results in tabular form. The States are arranged alphabetically, and the same 
arrangement is followed for the counties and towns in each State. For every 
county some result is given, either as obtained from a combination of all the 
observations in the county or as estimated from adjoining counties. As a 
compilation, this part of Mr. Gannett's work is worthy of praise. But by 
making things so easy for the surveyor, has he not really defeated the prac- 
tical object of his publication ? The surveyor must not be led to believe that 
he can adopt a mean county result for referring his land surveys to the true 
meridian. The elimination of local or regional effects by a combination of 
•nany observations into a mean, can have no pr•cli•af value. Such a mean 
result may be out fro'.n the true value, for any point within the county, •o, 
]:o, and even more at times. 

The Coast and Geodelic Survey Publication. The magneticJan, com- 
paring this publications with the one just discussed, would have no difficulty 
in deciding which of the two has the greater scientific value. Mr. Schott 
makes use of about 3,6oo carefully-selected observations. The best material, 
up to the date of the writing of the paper (October x7, ]:896), appears to have 
been used, with the exception of the results of the detailed magnetic survey 
of •Iaryland, which were published after the construction of the chart. As 
Mr. Schott's methods are quite generally known, it will not be necessary to 
go into detail with regard to them. XVe therefore proceed at once to a com- 
parative study of the respective isogonic charts. 

The two charts, which are on the same scale, •:7oooooo, exhibit a great 
similarity. The striking thing, however, is that, although Mr. Gannett pro- 
fesses to have used nearly xd,ooo more observations than Mr. Schott, his iso- 
gonic lines do not in general show any more sinuosities--in some cases, not so 
many--as Mr. Schott's curves. This circumstance seems strange; for it has 
been repeatedly found that the sinuosities decidedly increase with the multi- 
plicity of the observations. We fail to see what internal evidence Mr. Gan- 
nett has presented that his chart should be considered superior to the one of 
the Coast Survey. The large probable error of the greater mass of his ma- 
terial prevented him from recognizing, without question, a regional disturb- 
ance. The following table will give some idea of the great similarity of the 
two charts: 

Values of the Iffagnetic Declination as Scaled at Points along Parallel of 
œatilude 39 ø. 

Longitude Geol. S. Coast S. Longitude Geol. S. Coast S. Diff. Diff. W. of Gr. Chart Chart V0', of Gr. Chart Chart 

75 ø 6ø.25 W 6ø.4 W ---oø.•5 99 ø xoø-8 ]:0ø.7 '--øø-xo 
79 3 -3 3 .:z5 W +o .o5 :[o3 ]:• .6 :t2.6 o .oo 
83 o -55 W o -3 E +o .85 •o7 •4.05 •4 -3 -[-o -•5 
87 • -95 E • .8 E --o -•5 x•x ]:5 -5 x5.85 +o -35 
9x 5.75 5.75 o .oo •]:5 x6 -35 x6 .• --o -•5 
95 8.6 8.4 ---o .•o •9 x6.8 x6.6 • .2o 

]:•3 •7.3 E •7 -751• +o .45 




